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This Advent, I invite you to take the tinsel and the twinkling lights off the story of that first Christmas,
because it was not the first time, nor would it be the last time, that politics forced people from their
homes and turned them into refugees, searching for shelter and safety. That baby lying in a manger in
Bethlehem long ago is just one of hundreds of thousands of infants born in difficult circumstances to
desperate people.
In July, the 31st General Synod of the United Church of Christ gathered in Baltimore and declared
itself an “Immigrant Welcoming Denomination” by vote of delegates from congregations all over the
country. The resolution went on to “encourage the development of US policy dedicated to facilitating
the respectful welcome and inclusion of all immigrants” and to call member UCC congregations to
“become active Immigrant Welcoming Congregations.”
Since 1999, our congregation has heard our mission as a call “to express the love and welcome of
Christ in word and action in our communities and the wider world.” That call now leads us to respond to the immigration crisis, which is separating families in Metrowest.
Last June, about a dozen of us met with the Reverend John Allen of the Immigration and Refugee
Task Forces of the Massachusetts Conference of the United Church of Christ to learn more about
what was happening in our area. Since fall, about a half dozen members have been meeting with
Framingham Companeras, an interfaith Metrowest group responding to increased ICE intervention in
our area.
Disturbing things have been happening. Some of our Metrowest neighbors are identified and detained when they appear for minor traffic violations at Framingham District Court. Others, who have
been following ICE procedure for years, are instructed to return with a one-way ticket to their country
of origin when they appear for their regularly scheduled status review.
We have been active. Our choir participated in a concert that raised over $8,000 for the Neighbors’
Fund, which provides translation and legal assistance and support for families whose loved ones
have been detained. In October, Dr. Patricia Sanchez- Connally shared her story of escaping from El
Salvador as a child and finding safety in Natick. The Reverend Liz Garrigan-Byerly led an “accompaniment training” for those willing to accompany undocumented neighbors to District Court or ICE
appointments in Burlington. Quabbin Mediation led a workshop on how to be an Active Bystander.
Given our call to express the love and welcome of Christ
and the commitment we make in our Open and Affirming
Covenant to affirm the dignity and worth of every person, I
believe that it is time to consider whether our congregation
will respond to the call of General Synod to become an active
“Immigrant Welcoming Congregation,” and covenant to be
a public voice in support of fair treatment and hospitality
toward our immigrant brothers and sisters. At its November meeting, the Coordinating Council supported a process to engage the congregation in conversation with a goal of considering the adoption of
an Immigrant Welcoming Congregation Covenant at our Annual Meeting at the end of January.
We have all heard reports of hate speech and acts on our streets, in our stores, in our schools. This is
no time to leave it to others to guess where we stand. I hope you will add your voice to the conversation in our congregation and be a voice of compassion and justice in the wider world.
										~ Vicky

Our Tree of Life
Our prayers surround Kristine Weddle and
her family. Kristine’s mother, Lydia Balcom
died on October 7th at Leonard Morse after
a brief hospitalization. “Lyd” touched many
lives with her kindness and generosity. Family and friends gathered to celebrate her life
at St. Linus Church on October 17th.

Our prayers surround Dale Sinesi and
her family. Dale’s aunt, Barbara Balsama died at home in Swampscott on
October 25 at the age of 81. She had
been a teacher for 30 years. Family and
friends gathered to celebrate her life on
November 2.
Congratulations to Jillian Wilson Martin
and Brian Martin and big sister, Winnie
who welcomed Abigail Rain Martin to the
world on November 6th. She weighed 7
lbs, 7 oz. and her sister says, “She’s perfect!”

Congratulations to Vicky Guest who celebrated the 35th
anniversary of her ordination to ministry on October 31st.
Vicky was ordained at the Park Church in Elmira, New York
where she served as Associate Pastor from 1982 to 1985.
We hold Carolyn Cheever and her family in our hearts and
prayers. On October 2nd, they gathered at Pine Grove Cemetery in North Grafton to remember her mother, Mildred and
to inter her ashes and the ashes of her husband, Ed Hunter in
the Blackmon family plot beside her parents.
Congratulations to Catherine Keller and
Ethan van Ness who were married on
October 7th at Rocky Neck State Park in CT.
We celebrated our good friend and bass
soloist, Frank Walker during worship in
October. Frank had been our bass soloist and section leader for over a decade as
well as joining us and sharing his big voice
at our Coffeehouse on the Common. We
were blessed for many years by his talent and his great good
humor and we wish him well in his new pursuits!
For many months we held Devin Suau in our hearts and
prayers. Devin died October 20th, a week before his seventh birthday. He suffered form a very rare form of pediatric brain cancer. His struggle focused attention on finding a
cure and inspired hope. We pray for his family and friends
and the wide community of supporters who raised awareness with the #whynotdevin campaign.
Double congratulations for Kelly and Kyle
Upchurch Kozlowski on the arrival of their
twin sons on September 28. Gavin Aleksandr
weighed 5 lbs, 14 oz, and Maksim Gary
weighed 6 lbs, 13 oz!
Our prayers surround Tom Foster and his family. Tom’s
grandfather, Robert Andrele died on
October 30 at the age of 90. He was an
accomplished writer, a senior ornithologist
working with the Buffalo Museum of
Science and was instrumental in the
founding of Tifft Nature Preserve and
Times Beach Nature Preserve. A trail in
the preserve was named after Dr. Andrele
in 2014.

Our prayers surround the Ramstrom family.
Eric’s mother, Faith Green Ramstrom died on
November 14th at the age of 78. Family and
friends gathered at Everett’s Funeral Home
on November 18th to remember and celebrate
her life and her love of family and the outdoors and gardening and traveling.
Our prayers surround Cheryle Lucenta and her family.
Cheryle’s father, John LaBlanc died suddenly on November
6th at Leonard Morse Hospital. Family and friends will
gather on December 2nd to celebrate his life and his loving
support of his wife, Joan who has struggled with Alzheimers
for many years.

Join us in worship on Sunday,
December 17th at 10:30 AM for
	
  

.

Bethlehem

It is once upon a time some years past the birth of Jesus in
Bethlehem and we meet Ebenezer Scrooge, the new innkeeper at The Bethlehem Inn. Scrooge has much to learn
about the Christmas spirit and there are many colorful characters to teach him. There will be angels and shepherds and
travelling wise guys, as well as his friends and neighbors to
help point Scrooge in the right direction.
We are looking for children and adult volunteers to be cast
in the various roles.
No need to learn lines ~ this is reading theatre.
Dress Rehearsal is December 16th, 9:00 - 11:30 AM.
See Sarallyn for details and to volunteer:
sarallyn@firstchurchnatick.org / (508) 740-3134.

What’s on your Christmas
wish list this year?
For the Building and Grounds
team, it’s a working elevator!
Our elevator at the church has been out of commission since
the end of October, when strong wind-driven rains managed
to find their way into the control circuitry in the basement and
short everything out. Since that time, Building and Grounds
has been hard at work, working with both the insurance company, as well as multiple elevator maintenance companies, to
try and get things back up and running as quickly as possible.
Unfortunately, we’re running into very long lead times for the
availability of both parts and labor to complete the work, and
it’s likely to be mid to late December before the elevator is
working again. In the meantime, we have enhanced the video
recording system to send a live feed of the worship service to
a TV screen in the vestry, for those who cannot manage the
stairs up into the sanctuary.
On a brighter note (literally), we have now completed the
stained glass window repairs to the two largest windows on
the west side of the sanctuary (you may have noticed the scaffolding outside, and plywood over the windows, earlier in the
fall). Our stained glass is beautiful yet fragile, and requires
periodic care. Next year we’ll be continuing the work, moving
to the large window closest to the 9/27 intersection.
We’re also nearly complete on our project to replace all of
the lighting in the building with energy efficient LED lights.
This work is part of a Mass Save energy saving initiative with
a significant reimbursement percentage from the State and is
expected to reduce our electricity usage considerably. The
biggest remaining area for light replacement is the sanctuary,
where we are attempting to find a fixture design that fits with
the architectural style of the space.

Youth Leaf Raking
Our Youth Group gathered to rake leaves for one of our elder
neighbors in Natick on November 18th. We made quick work
of the project and will be looking for more opportunities like
this one. See Sarallyn if you have ideas for how our youth can
make a difference in our corner of the world.

Join us for
“Victorian Christmas”
at First Congregational Church
in Natick!
Sunday, December 3rd and 10th
@ 4 :00 PM

Our building holds memories of years gone by when,
across the ocean, it was the reign of Queen Victoria.
The influence of her reign leap-frogged to our shores
and brought to Natick many of the traditional elements
of our Christmas season - Christmas trees and cards
and carols, wreaths and ribbons and candles.
Join us on Sunday evening, December 3rd or 10th in a
candlelit sanctuary, hung with garland and decorated
with lighted trees. Sit side by side with those in period
costumes and enjoy 45 minutes of favorite music and
Christmas readings.
In additional to listening to wonderful instrumentalists,
you will have the chance to eavesdrop on a description
of Christmas jotted down in the actual diary of a 13year old girl who lived in the area in 1875. Then, join
in some favorite carols with sound of the same triumphant organ pipes that would have filled the space over
140 years ago.
Experience again the beauty and joy and warmth of
the holiday season the way it used to be. Step out of
the hustle and bustle, and step back to a time when the
First Congregational Church was brand new - 1875.

Be sure to catch our Victorian Christmas video on
Facebook!

Join us this Christmas season for these special services!
In keeping with our celebration of a Victorian Christmas, we will make our Advent journey this December through themes from
the writing of Charles Dickens who was regarded by many as the greatest novelist of the Victorian Era in England.

December 3rd: 1st Advent Morning Worship features A Tale of Two Cities.
Every year the traditional Advent readings focus our attention on the finitude of all that seems so solid and unchanging in our
lives. A Tale of Two Cities is the story of people caught in their own uncertain times and the transformation that makes it possible to say, “It was the best of times; it was the worst of times.”

December 10th: 2nd Advent Morning Worship features Oliver Twist.
In so many of his novels, Dickens mines his own experience with poverty in childhood to help his readers connect with the desperate situations that so many families faced during the Victorian period. Dickens pulled back the curtain to reveal what many
of those around him preferred not to see, just as the words of the prophets were meant to reveal the injustice around them rather
than to foretell the future.

December 17th: 3rd Advent Morning Worship features A Christmas Carol
The Sunday of the pageant is always a special one at First Church,when we invite the inner child in each of us to delight in the
stories and songs of the season. Hope you will join us for this Christmas Family Worship that includes something for all ages
and stages. This year Ebenezer Scroorge will travel all the way back to that first Christmas to discover its true meaning in a
children’s version of A Christmas Carol.

December 24th: 4th Advent Morning Worship features Great Expectations.
Like a Dickens novel, there are so many twists and turns to the plots of our lives. We gather on the edge of Christmas on the
morning of December 24th when expectations run high to wonder once more with Mary just how this story is going to turn out.

A Victorian Christmas Eve Worship:

A Service of Carols and Candles @ 7 PM in the sanctuary

We turn back the clock and listen again for the decree that came from Caesar Augustus, and angel songs in the night sky and the clip-clop of the donkey as a young couple
made their way through the crowded streets of Bethlehem. With the carols of the
season and special music of choir and instrumentalists and soloists, we will retell the
story of the night that the stars sang.
The service is designed for all ages because on Christmas Eve, the child in each of
us comes alive with memories of Christmas past and expectation of the Christmas to
come. As this hour-long service comes to a close, once again in the darkened sanctuary the light will spread from the Christ light on our Advent wreath to illumine the
faces and the hearts of everyone in the pews as we join in the hushed verses of “Silent
Night.” Surrounded by the evergreen, circled by lights, we will welcome the Light of
Christ, and discover that it is never too late to prepare him room.

New Advent Devotional from the Stillspeaking Writers Group
“Watch, pay attention, stay wide awake, for the hour is coming . . . .” ~ Mark 13:35
“Jesus says, “Watch!” So check yours often this season. (With your heads up, please.) And may these devotions help you to tell
time truly: to feel your pulse, find the way, scan the skies, and count your steps on your way to God, who is even now finding a
way to you, in flesh and blood and time.” ~ Mary Luti, from the Introduction
Watch: 2017 Advent Devotional is a unique collection of devotions that includes an insightful scripture verse and prayer for
each day of Advent. It begins December 3 (first Sunday of Advent) and continues through Christmas Day. Watch is from the
writers of the popular online Daily Devotional.
Devotional titles include:
What a Comeback!
Holy No
Armor for Advent Times
For the Peace of Jerusalem
We Are the Miracles
Look for your copy on the coffeehour table. Suggested donation is $3. Supplies are limited!!

Blessing of the Ornaments during
worship on December 3rd
We’ve done it once, so it’s a tradition! Here is a one way to find a little
“holy day” in the “holiday” rush.
We invite you to bring to church on December 3rd something from
home that is a part of your holiday traditions. Maybe it is an ornament
from your tree or a figure from your crèche or a book that you always
read your kids or a recipe that you make, or a map of a place that you
always go. We will have tables around the sanctuary where you can
display your items during worship. We would love it if you label it with
your name and write up just a brief description of what makes the item
you chose significant in your celebration.
During worship, we will bless those symbols of our celebrations so
that when you take them back home, you will have that item as a
reminder of the way that all of your customs and traditions open you
up to notice the blessings all around you this holiday season. Following worship, we will invite everyone to walk around and explore the
items on the tables. We hope that this sharing will be a delightful way
to bring us a little closer together as community by discovering something special to each of us. You certainly are welcome to bring multiple copies of recipes or stories or customs to share that others might
be eager to add to their celebrations!

Volunteers needed to deliver
poinsettias to our homebound
members after worship on
December 17th!
We have a number of members and friends in our congregation
who are homebound, especially during the winter months. We
are hoping to find some volunteers who would be able to take a
poinsettia from our morning worship service to them after worship
on December 17th.
If you are able to volunteer, please sign up in the vestry during
coffeehour in December or contact the church office during the
week (admin@firstchurchnatick.org or 508-653-0971).

Christmas Poinsettias:

Place your order after worship on
December 3rd or 10th
Help decorate the sanctuary for the holiday season! Order a poinsettia to remember a loved one or to celebrate a blessing! Your gift will
do more than add to the beauty of our sanctuary at Christmas. Following worship on December 17th, poinsettias will be taken to those
in our church family who are not able to be with us for worship.
Look for Flower Ministry volunteers in the narthex as you leave
worship on December 3rd and 10th and give them the message of
dedication or celebration that you wish to have printed in the order of
worship. The cost is whatever you can contribute.

Thanksgiving pies for
the Natick Service
Council
Our deepest thanks to all who donated a Thanksgiving
pie to the Natick Service Council. The WV Workcampers and Senior Youth were busy in the church
kitchen making pumpkin, apple and pecan pies on
Sunday that were donated to the Natick Service
Council. Then on Tuesday, they baked more pumpkin,
apple and pecan pies for personal orders. Over 100
pies in 2 bakings – quite an achievement.
During the holidays, the Natick Service Council
reaches out to provide more than just the essentials.
This year the Natick Service Council will again distribute more than 150 Thanksgiving baskets to local
families in need – and many of those baskets will be
further blessed with one of almost 70 pies! Thank
you for your generosity!

Interfaith Addiction Vigil

Remembering lives lost to addiction
Sunday, December 17th, 7:00 PM in the
sanctuary

Daffodil planting:
“Rejoicing in Our Potential” to
make First Church Blossom!

*Light refreshments will be served following the vigil

Here we plant; we can do no other!

The prescription painkiller and
heroin crisis is upon us and having a
devastating effect on young Natick
residents and their families. While the
holiday season can be a time of great
joy, it can also be a difficult time of the
year for those who have lost loved ones
to overdose or those who struggle with
addiction and those who love them. On
December 17th, the Natick community
will gather again to remember those
we have lost and raise awareness about
addiction in MetroWest.

On October 26th, it took only 38 minutes for our eager team
to plant 500 daffodil bulbs around the church to celebrate the
500th anniversary of the Protestant Reformation. The promise of those yellow trumpets popping up just when we think
the winter will never end is a great metaphor for the witness
of our forebears in faith who spoke their conscience in the
face of great opposition.

	
  

The evening will include music, testimony, inspirational
speaking and interfaith prayer, as well as an invitation to
future action.
Sponsored by Natick Interfaith Clergy, Natick Together for
Youth, SPARK Kindness, the Natick Police Department &
Natick Public Schools.

Tick tips
We were joined for our second Environmental Action Sunday
by Representative David Linsky and Jean Sniffin to respond to
the “new normal” of the expansion of Lyme Disease as a result
of our changing climate and ecology. Representative Linsky
shared how the experience of Lyme Disease in his family had
led to a commission to address its impact on health care options. Jean Sniffin shared her own experience, as well as her
work with patients affected by Lyme Disease in Metrowest.
Here are some helpful tips to reduce the risk of exposure:
• Be aware that the tick season has expanded.
• When you have been outdoors:

•
•
•
•

- Check daily for ticks.
- Stick to main pathways while hiking
- Wear long sleeves and tuck pants into your socks
- Use a tick repellant containing DEET.
Keep your grass cut short.
Remove leaf litter from around your home. Ticks can
winter over under the leaves.
Prune low lying bushes.
Use a 3 foot woodchip, mulch or gravel barrier where
your lawn meets the woods.

There were 73 cases of tick-borne disease in Natick in 2016
and the trend is rising.

Rejoicing in Our Potential
2018 Stewardship update

Thanks to all those who have
made a pledge to support the
vision and mission of First
Church Natick in 2018. Your
support makes it possible
for First Church to remain
a witness to the extravagant
welcome of God in the center
of Natick. And special thanks
to our 2018 Stewardship Team,
Bill Ladd and Jeanette Szretter, to members of the Finance
Team, and to all those who shared either in print or from the
pulpit the reasons why this church matters in their lives.
The Finance Team is in the process of preparing next year’s
budget based on 2018 projected pledges. If you have not yet
made a pledge, you can drop your card in the offering plate
any Sunday or mail it back to the church office (2 East Central Street, Natick, MA). Additional cards are available at the
church entries, or you can contact the church office (508-6530971 or admin@firstchurchnatick.org) and we will be glad
to send one out to you. You can also donate online at www.
firstchurchnatick.org.
On Stewardship Sunday, we received 49 pledges for a total of
$151,966. We are more than halfway to our goal.
Not sure what to give? In 2017, the majority of pledges were
in the $1000 to $5,000 range. 28 pledges were under $1000
and 18 pledges were between $5,000 and $24,000.
Here are some suggested levels of giving based on income.
Everyone’s financial circumstances will be different and you
may be facing particular expenses in 2018. Please feel free
to adjust your giving to the level that matches your need and
ability.
If your annual
household
income is:
$10,000
$20,000
$30,000
$40,000
$50,000
$60,000
$70,000
$80,000
$90,000
$100,00
$120,000
And above

Suggested pledge Which is:
amount
$200
$400
$750
$1,000
$1,500
$1,800
$2,800
$3,200
$4,500
$5,000
$7,200

2.0%
2.0%
2.5%
2.5%
3.0%
3.0%
4.0%
4.0%
5.0%
5.0%
6.0%
6.0% - 10.0%

Advent Giving Project
	
  

Help fill a tree with Stop and Shop or Shaw’s gift cards this
December and assist some area families through a tough time.
Members of our congregation have been working with Framingham Companeras, an interfaith group assisting families
in our area who have undocumented family members facing
detention or deportation.
These individuals have lived and worked in our area for
years. They have raised families. Some have developed their
own businesses. Many have regularly reported to Immigration and Customs Enforcement for required check-ins, and
until this year they have been allowed to remain in the country while their cases are under review.
In 2017, their circumstances changed. ICE agents have been
appearing at Framingham District Court. Now appearing in
traffic court for a broken tail light can result in detention by
ICE custody or an tordero return in a matter of weeks to the
ICE office in Burlington with a one way ticket back to their
country of origin.
These are uncertain and difficult times for undocumented
individuals and their families, especially for those who are
living through the limbo of having family members detained.
During this holiday season, we hope to reach out with Stop
and Shop and Shaw’s gift cards to relieve a bit of the financial
pressure on them.
Look for the tree on the stage during coffeehour any Sunday
in December and help out a Metrowest neighbor with a card
for each $10 donation.

Environmental Action Sunday:
Backyard Wildlife
Sunday, January 14 @ Noon

From birds to mammals and beyond,
a wide variety of animals may visit
backyards in the Natick area. What
animals are you most likely to see in
fall and winter? Come find out more
about our local wildlife, as well as
occasional visitors, at our next Environmental Action Sunday.
What brings them to our neighborhoods? What can we do
to protect the diversity of wildlife and keep our environment
a healthy place for all God’s creatures. Joy Marzolf from
Broadmoor Wildlife Sanctuary will join us following worship
for a short workshop about our outdoor friends. A light lunch
will be provided.

Gun Violence Prevention Vigil

Priorities?

A few weeks ago, a person who should not have had access
to a firearm arrived at a worship service on a Sunday morning and began firing his weapon before he even entered the
church. 26 people died and 20 people were injured. Those
statistics continued the upward climb to over a half million
individuals of all ages who have been killed or injured since
the tragedy at Sandy Hook.

There are so many hot topics in the news right now. How
do we choose the issues that engage us? The Outreach Team
recently took a survey of the congregation and asked us
to rank twelve justice issues to help them prioritize where
First Church will focus our resources in the coming year. I
couldn’t believe how hard it was for me to put these twelve
topics in a numerical order. Some of them seem to be heavily
intertwined; some of them may be viewed as mandated by
God in Scripture. How are we to choose? I look for where I
feel passion and follow my heart. This might mean that my
priorities shift a little depending on the day and which stories
are in the headlines, but I truly believe that there are no wrong
choices in prioritizing that list. There are so many areas that
I want to see reform in the way our communities care for
people – people of color; people grappling with mental health
challenges; immigrants; people living on the streets or in
poverty; people facing discrimination because of their sexual
or gender identity and so many more.

Sandy Hook: The Fifth Anniversary
December 14th at 6 PM on the Front Porch

Join us for a brief vigil on the front steps to remember the
lives lost to gun violence, to raise awareness and to reverse
the growing gun violence epidemic in this country.

We are lucky to live in Massachusetts with some of the best
gun control regulations in the country. Following the mass
shooting in Las Vegas, a ban on bump stocks began making
its way through the Massachusetts legislature. It was signed
into law on November 3rd, making Massachusetts the first
state in the nation to ban bump stocks.
But there is pending legislation in Congress that could compromise our state and local regulations. Moms Demand Action for Gun Safety reports that Concealed Carry Reciprocity
is “the NRA’s number-one priority.” It would force Massachusetts to allow gun owners – including those from states no
longer mandating training or permits for persons wishing to
tote hidden pistols – to carry in any public spaces across the
country that allow guns. This bill undermines the traditional
police powers of state governments, and the safety of law
enforcement officers across the country.
Moms Demand Action will have information available and an
opportunity to advocate for the changes that can save so many
innocent lives lost to suicide, domestic violence, accidental
shootings and simply being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. In these challenging times, your witness is needed!

A reflection by Sarallyn Keller, Director of
Spirituality Vitality & Congregational Care

This week the issue weighing on my heart is gun violence.
I read an article that captured what I was feeling after the
Sutherland Springs shooting in which a senator from Connecticut was quoted, “The paralysis you feel right now – the
impotent helplessness that washes over you as news of
another mass slaughter scrolls across the television screen –
isn’t real. It’s a fiction created and methodically cultivated by
the gun lobby, designed to assure that no laws are passed to
make America safer, because those laws would cut into their
profits.
My heart sunk to the pit of my stomach, once again, when I
heard of today’s shooting in Texas. My heart dropped further
when I thought about the growing macabre club of families
in Las Vegas and Orlando and Charleston and Newtown, who
have to relive their own day of horror every time another
mass killing occurs.
“None of this is inevitable. I know this because no other
country endures this pace of mass carnage like America. It
is uniquely and tragically American. As long as our nation
chooses to flood the county with dangerous weapons and
consciously let those weapons fall into the hands of dangerous people, these killings will not abate.”
			
~ Chris Murphy Senator from CT
I am passionate about ending gun violence just as I care
deeply about those struggling with addiction. I don’t know
that one issue is more important than the other… they both
can end in death. What I want most of all is to live in a place
where fear and anxiety are not the driving force behind our
actions, where protecting your own interest is no longer paramount, but that love and compassion take precedence and we
can begin to build a bridge over the gulf that divides us.

Holiday

Community Band Concert
Saturday, January 6th
3:00 PM
First Church Natick

When the weather outside is frightful, our
Holiday Community Band concert is delightful
~ especially when it benefits Family Promise
MetroWest, a program providing temporary
shelter for homeless families with area congregations...and so much more! Our multigenerational band, coordinated by Strike Up the Band
of Natick, features beginners and professionals,
young and old, and everything in between!.
A free will offering will be received and plenty
of information on how you can be involved
with FPM will be available. A reception of holiday goodies will follow the hour-long concert!
Bring friends, neighbors, and your entire family
to this great community event that rings out the
holiday season and rings in a new beginning for
homeless families.
Back in January 2015, we had over 50 community members participate in our holiday band.
Some courageous people even picked up a new
instrument! Others took the easy way out and
played the instrument they’ve been playing for
decades.
We need you in January 2018, whatever
your level of experience!
There will be just a few rehearsals in December.
Come to as many as you can: December 2, 9, 16,
17, 30 and our final rehearsal on January 6.
Rehearsal Information, Dates, Time and Music
folders are available from Strike Up the Band, 5
Washington Street, Natick. The cost is $30.
Interested? We would love to know that we can
plan on you.
Contact wendyrobbins@gmail.com OR stop by
Strike Up The Band.

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
13th Annual
Natick Community Celebration
Monday, January 15, 2018, 10:00 AM
Wilson Middle School Auditorium

Music by the Johnson Elementary School “Peacemakers
Performance Groups from the Middle & and High Schools
Keynote:
15 Minutes of Awesomeness from the Students
of Natick High School
On Monday, January 15th at 10 AM, we hope you will join with a
wide variety of representatives of the Natick community for a Celebration Honoring the Life and Witness of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. in the auditorium at Wilson Middle School.
Our keynote presentation is exceptional. We will not be looking
back at past accomplishments. Rather we will focus on the challenges we face now and the hopes that we have for the future with
15 Minutes of Awesomeness. Through a variety of voices and styles
the students of Natick High will engage the vision of Dr. King and
how it speaks to the world that they confront.
Celebrating the 1st anniversary of the formation of “Natick is
United,” a variety of local and state leaders will join us to share
its vision, mission and values as we seek to create a “community
where we value differences and everyone belongs.” We will be
joined by the Johnson School Peacemakers, as well as performance
groups from the middle and high schools. Students from the middle
and high schools will also share their prize-winning essays from
the MLK Essay Contest, sponsored by the Natick Interfaith Clergy
Association.
The offering at the celebration will support of the Friends of Natick
METCO. For 50 years, our town has been committed to supporting
diversity in our public schools through our participation the METCO program, which makes it possible for Boston students to attend
public school in surrounding, largely suburban school districts.
Following the celebration, everyone is invited to the cafeteria where
there will be service opportunities for all ages. At a time when polarization seems to be the norm, we hope you will add your voice to
the celebration. We can make a difference in our little corner of the
world. Now more than ever, we need people who again will “Stand
up for righteousness, stand up for justice and stand up for truth.”

God’s Beloved Ones
Our former student minister, Devin Shmueli is now serving as
the Christian Education Director at Pilgrim Church in Lexington. This fall, he preached this sermon as part of a mental
health focus in his congregation. He was kind to share it with
us to be a part of our ongoing mental health series.
As I sat down to write this sermon, I was struck by the fact
that this story of suicide is not unique yet stigmas holds us
back. Stigma holds us back from having important conversations about suicide. Stigma holds us back from acknowledging that suicide is present within our community here
in Lexington. Stigma holds us back from our community
resources to best support people who are struggling with
suicidal thoughts or feelings.
…The story of Judas’ suicide is not a cautionary tale against
betrayal. It is a cautionary tale against abandoning those we
love and care for when we see them struggling. We do not
know much about Judas’ personal narrative; we simply know
that his suicide is mentioned twice in Christian Scripture. We
read about it this morning in our reading from Matthew and
it is mentioned a second time in the Book of Acts. Since he
is not given much air time within the Christian canon, we do
not know much about what he was thinking nor what was
discussed following his suicide.

…As I prepared this sermon, Judas reminded me to think
about hell. You see, I do not believe in the eternal damnation
kind of hell. I don’t even believe in the fire-y pits kind of hell.
Nor do I believe in the hell that could have come out of horror films. You might be asking yourself: “What kind of hell
does he believe in?” Well, I believe that hell is not a place we
go but rather a space we hold.
Hell begins with the feeling of disconnect not just from our
communities, families, or friends but can be followed by a
complete and utter feeling of disconnect from God. It is a
dark place with no light; it is the depths of faithlessness. And
yet, though there is nothing we do to deserve it, we are a
people saved by God’s love. We’ve got grace and mercy on
our side. Grace assures us that there is “nothing we can do to
separate ourselves from the love of God.”
…I know there are [many around us] who might have found
themselves in hell…“What are we supposed to do when we
see others going through hell?” I say that we follow the call to
embody the love and light of Jesus and be God’s presence for
those struggling with mental illness. Judas’ suicide is not a
cautionary tale against betrayal. It is a cautionary tale against
abandoning those we love and care for when we see them
struggling.

We can infer that he was riddled with guilt and the feelings
of total disconnect. The disciples and the communities that
followed Jesus failed to acknowledge the suicide beyond
what was shared with us today; they were quick to rid him of
the title of disciple and replace him. Truth is that Judas is not
given much attention because he is seen as a traitor and he
died by suicide… both of which are very difficult to engage
in community and public life.

Fact Checking Immigration
from “Teaching Tolerance”

Rather than focusing on the darkness that Judas faced, we
focus on Judas’ misdirected actions. We focus on the fact that
Judas turned Jesus in to the oppressive empire that threatened
life with death. Yet, Jesus always knew that fighting for social
justice is dangerous. Jesus was not surprised that one of his
doubting, desperate, scared disciples would be responsible for
turning him in.

With so much controversy around the issue of immigrants
who are undocumented, it’s easy to overlook the fact that
most of the foreign-born people living in the United States
followed the rules and have permission to be here. Of the
more than 43 million foreign-born people who were living in
the United States in 2014, around 44 percent were naturalized
U.S. citizens. Those who were not naturalized were either
lawful permanent residents, also known as green-card holders
(27 percent of all foreign-born people), or immigrants who
were unauthorized (some 11 million people, representing 25.5
percent of all foreign-born people).

I believe Jesus knew that he would pay that price eventually.
He was ever ready to “lay down his life” for his friends and
to give for “the least of these.” He was always welcoming
without judgment, hoping to deter guilt and shame while also
naming the hard truths. In the chapter prior to this morning’s
reading, we learn that Jesus made it clear that he knew that
Judas would be led to betray him. He did so by speaking truth
in love, knowing that Judas was struggling and disconnecting from others… Love trumped betrayal. Judas’ suicide is
a challenge to love those who might be struggling in ways
we cannot see. Judas’ suicide also challenges us to be love
and light to those who struggle in ways that might lead them
to disconnect from their communities in harmful or difficult
ways.

Myths about immigration and immigrants are common. Here
is a sampling of the some frequently heard misconceptions—
along with information to help you separate fact from fear.
1. Most immigrants are here illegally.

Although it is not known exactly what percentage of that
11 million originally entered legally with valid visas and let
their visas expire (experts estimate it to be approximately 40
percent), it is known that—by far—the nation with the most
visitors who do not leave at the end of their authorized stays
is Canada.
2. It’s easy to enter the country legally. My ancestors did;
why can’t immigrants today?
For about the first 100 years, the United States had an “open
immigration system that allowed any able-bodied immigrant

in,” according to immigration historian David Reimers. Back
then, the biggest obstacle that would-be immigrants faced
was getting here. Some even sold themselves into indentured
servitude to do so. Today, however, many rules specify who
may enter and remain in the country legally. There is also
a rigorous process for obtaining documentation to enter the
United States as a resident, including applying for immigrant
visas and permanent resident/green-card status.
Many immigrant ancestors who arrived between 1790 and
1924 would not have been allowed in under the current
policy. Generally, permission to enter and stay in the country as a documented immigrant is limited to people who are
highly trained in a skill that is in short supply here and have
been offered a job by a U.S. employer, are escaping political
persecution, are joining close family already here or are winners of the green-card lottery.
3. Immigrants take good jobs from U.S. citizens.

Coffeehour hosts urgently
needed for our new season
together!
Coffee hour is a wonderful time in the week to connect and it
is a great way for newcomers to get acquainted with our congregation. But we can’t make it happen each week without
YOU!
Volunteer hosts just set-up, serve and clean up. The coffee
is ready to pour. Non-perishable snack items and gluten free
snacks are stored on a rolling cart in the kitchen, and juice
and creamer are in the fridge. You can leave worship on the
last hymn and have plenty of time to set things up on the
table. Of course, you are always welcome to bring special
goodies to share, but the most important thing you have to
share is your time and your smile .

Upcoming available dates are December 3, 10 & 24 and all
According to the American Immigration Council, a nonSundays in 2018.
partisan group, research indicates there is little connection
between immigrant labor and unemployment rates of nativeYou can sign up in one of three ways:
born workers. Two trends—better education and an aging
• During Coffeehour: Look for the familiar signup clippopulation—have resulted in a decrease in the number of
board on the coffeehour table.
workers born in the United States who are willing or available
• Online at FirstChurchNatick.org.
to take low-paying jobs. Across all industries and occupations,
• Contact the church office (admin@FirstChurchNatick.
though, immigrants who are naturalized citizens and non-citorg; 508-653-0971).
izens are outnumbered by workers born in the United States.
Compared with their small share of the civilian workforce
overall, immigrants without authorization are only overrepresented in service, farming and construction occupations. On
an economic level, U.S. citizens benefit from relatively low
prices on food and other goods produced by undocumented
immigrant labor.

What Are Your Mission and
Outreach Priorities?

4. Undocumented immigrants don’t pay taxes and burden
the national economy.
Immigrants who are undocumented pay taxes every time they
buy taxable goods such as gas, clothes or new appliances
(depending on where they reside). They also contribute to
property taxes—a main source of school funding—when they
buy or rent a house or apartment.
A 2017 report from the Institute on Taxation and Economic
Policy highlights that undocumented immigrants pay an
estimated $11.74 billion in state and local taxes a year. The
U.S. Social Security Administration estimated that in 2010
undocumented immigrants—and their employers—paid $13
billion in payroll taxes alone for benefits they will never get.
They can receive schooling and emergency medical care but
not welfare or food stamps. Even immigrants with documents cannot receive these benefits until they have been in
the United States for more than five years.

We are an active and committed congregation! As the
Outreach Team prepares its budget for 2018, we welcome
your feedback about our mission and outreach priorities.
Please take just a moment to complete this brief survey
to give us a snapshot of your concerns so that our team
can better support our congregation as we live out our
call “to express the love and welcome of Christ.” We
would appreciate your response before December 3rd. If
you prefer to fill out a paper copy they are available at
the church entries on Sunday and from the church office
during the week.
To fill out the online survey, scan this QR code or visit
www.surveymonkey.com/r/LP9CV57

Four ways to successfully talk
politics over the Holidays
Sojourners Magazine ~ by Jim Wallis
A sad reality in the past year or more has been our ongoing
struggle to engage in difficult conversations — with our longtime friends, with coworkers, or even with family members
across the Thanksgiving table. We’ve always had differences
around social and political issues — racial justice, immigration, religious identity, health care, guns, etc. — but those
divisions are starker than ever. Our traditional and social
media have become so fragmented and polarized that we find
ourselves practically inhabiting a different reality than those
we disagree with; we only really hear or engage with the
perspectives of those with whom we already largely agree.
This is not a tenable situation for our country — or for our
families. If we are to maintain meaningful relationships, we
need to actively engage in difficult conversations with people
we disagree with and find some common ground for the common good.
We only really engage with the perspectives of those with
whom we already largely agree. This is not a tenable situation
for our country.
I believe that there are moral issues, values choices, and faith
matters that lie just beneath the political headlines. Conversations around those — leading to action — can get us further
than our political debates. I also believe there are two great
hungers in our world today: the hunger for spirituality and
the hunger for justice, and the connection between the two is
absolutely vital now.
1. To find common ground, we must first see each other
— and value each other on a basic human level.
“So many folks can’t look at one another and see God …
so our failure to see ourselves in one another, our failure to
see God in one another is why mass incarceration exists. It
is why police violence exists. It is why not all children are
educated the same in this country.” — Brittany Packnett
2. It is in our common moral values that we can find
underlying areas of agreement.
“Every major religion has said you need to minister to the
poor; you need to take care of the poor people; you need
to take care of the widows and orphans. And that is in the
Old Testament and it’s in the Gospels and certainly in a
motif in the Muslim religion and it is a motif in Buddhism
as well. So we could go on. It’s just … it just seems to be
something that human beings have been cognizant of, that
you need to take care of if you are having an inclusive
kind of society; you need to take care of the people on the
bottom end.”
				
~ Margaret Atwood

3. The truth matters, however inconvenient or difficult
that might be. Hold fast to the truth even as you try
to find common ground.
“Truth and reconciliation is [a] sequential [process]. You
have to tell the truth first because without the truth you
don’t know how to reconcile yourself to what you’re trying to do.” — Bryan Stevenson
4. Real change takes time.
“It’s going to be a long-term engagement. So if the Montgomery bus boycott was over 380 days, we need to get
ready not just for a tweet … We need to turn up our faith
[and] turn on our courage … and not give up the faith.”
				

~ Rev. William Barber II

Spooktacular 2017!
Saturday October 28th was a glorious day on the Common
in Natick just in time to welcome SPOOKTACULAR!
The annual costume parade through downtown Natick, and
pumpkin drop, was bigger than ever. But have no fear, the
Welcome Team from FCC Natick was there to greet the
hordes.
So many inventive costumes for all the children, no matter
what their ability, including a child in a wheelchair whose
parents crafted a mail truck exterior! And so they came to
Natick’s Front Porch and got their candy reward. But when
the parade got in full swing, we took to the street corner so
we could best hand out all the candy. We were like bears in
a stream of rushing salmon...but we did it and handed out
almost all the candy.
Vicky, Lucy, Ken, Karen and Bill were all there to share in
this happy tradition.

Brookwoods Retreat Recap
By Sarallyn Keller

It was a gorgeous, sunny November day when a group of FCC folks left Natick for the drive north to New Hampshire.
The colorful fall leaves are mostly on the ground now, but we knew we were getting close when the sun sparked off the
bright red berries on the myriad winterberry bushes lining the roads leading into the camp. This was our second time in
Alton New Hampshire for our fall All-Church Retreat. Our home base for the weekend was Brookwoods Conference
Center overlooking the southern shores of Lake Winnipesauke. We embarked on this retreat to provide time and space
away from our hectic lives to hear the still small voice of our creator. The setting couldn’t be more picturesque – a large
lodge building with sweeping views of the lake and little bunkhouse cabins tucked along paths in the woods. The place
has all the comforts of home but without the to-do lists.
We centered the retreat on the book, “Old Turtle ~ Questions of the Heart” by Douglas Wood, in which a small group
of people go on a quest, seeking answers to life’s most important questions… Why are we here? What is the purpose
of life? Who is our family? How do we find happiness? Who are you and how will you live this day? …and more.
Old turtle gives the people assurances that they have the tools to live a good life. Over the two days of our retreat we
explored these questions and answers in small groups, by walking a labyrinth, and through an art response.
Sometimes we use the book of scripture as our guide and sometimes the book of nature, and so on Saturday afternoon
we broke up into smaller groups and one group took off for a frigid hike up Mount Major while another group climbed
to the top of Pine Mountain and still another group stayed behind to explore the more sheltered grounds at Brookwoods.
No matter which hike, the views were spectacular and the experience exhilarating. Later we walked an indoor labyrinth
in a quest for our own answers to life’s big questions.
Since Brookwoods has an awesome 80-seat private theater, we brought along the film Millions, about a pair of young
brothers who find a bag of stolen money and how they decide what to do with it. We had a great discussion the next day
about the film with lots of speculation about what we would do if we were in Damian and Anthony’s shoes.
From the spirited ping pong matches, to the exhilarating hikes, to the delicious food, to the quiet, introspective labyrinth,
to sharing stories and communion with one another, this is a tradition that will be repeated again… This retreat weekend
was a blessing and a gift of rest, refreshment and renewal for all!

	
  

"Strengthening our Community
with Pride"
Saturday, January 27th ~ 9:00 - 10:30 AM
at the Natick Community/Senior Center

Peaceful Parents, Happy Kids
Creating the Relationship You Want with
Your Child
Tuesday, December 5th, 7:00 PM at Natick High School
(For parents and caregivers – all ages)
Leading author, expert and creator of the popular Aha! Parenting blog, Laura Markham, PhD, discusses how you can
create the relationship you want with your child.
Why children misbehave -- and how to help them WANT To
cooperate without yelling, threats, bribes or consequences
These bi-monthly gatherings are for the LGBTQ (Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer) community & Allies and
Friends! Your energy, ideas and stories create our community.
Please come share them with us!
Also, on Friday evenings in January, from 7:00 to 10:00 PM,
Strengthening our Community with Pride is hosting a series
of Country Line Dancing with lessons each week and a group
dance to try our new skills. All are welcome!
Questions? Contact Lauri Ryding, Assistant Program Director
of Diversity & Inclusion, Natick Council on Aging:
LRyding@comcast.net.

Riverbend Bible Study

December 7th and January 4th @ 2:00 PM
“Large and in Charge” is the theme when we gather in December for the next Rvierbend Bible Study. We will continue
our exploration of the third section of the book of Genesis.
When last we met our friend Joseph of technicolor dreamcoat fame, not only was he enslaved in Egypt, he ended up
locked up under false charges for attempting to seduce the
wife of his master. This session his fortunes are about to
change again – this time for the better, not only for him but
for his whole family. Once more we discover a God who can
draw good news out of bad.
We meet in the library at Riverbend Rehab, 34 South Lincoln,
South Natick, hosted by Barbara Hayes and Alva Chapin.
Our meetings occur on the first Thursday of the month. No
preparation is required. We will have all the materials on
hand and can get you up to speed lickety-split if you have
to miss a session. If you need transportation to Riverbend,
contact the church office and we will arrange to pick you up
(508-653-0971 or admin@firstchurchnatick.org).

What research shows about how children develop self-
discipline
The four power tools you can use to connect with children
and help them with their emotions
Why yelling and time-outs actually cause more misbehavior
The talk includes Q and A to help parents apply these ideas to
their own families.
Lead Sponsors: MutualOne Charitable Foundation, The
Tobin Family of Schools, SPARK Kindness

Holiday Lunch Bunch

Friday, December 17 beginning at 12:30 PM
Deck the Halls with Friends
at Lunch Bunch! Hard to
believe that it is that time of
the year again. If you are
feeling as if you were just
passing out Halloween candy
and now it’s time for Ho, Ho,
Ho and mistletoe, what could
be better than Lunch Bunch!
Lunch Bunch is an ideal way to get out of the house and
warm up with the company of great people and good conversation. Everybody is welcome at “Lunch Bunch!” Just bring
along a brown bag lunch, but leave some space for treats
because there are always some tasty goodies to share. Even
if you can’t linger, stop by and say hello.
If you need transportation, contact the church office and we
would be glad to arrange to pick you up (508-653-0971 or
admin@firstchurchnatick.org).

Singing in the concert from First Church Natick are Bob & Jean Sniffin.

You are invited to

Home for the Holidays

Community Band Concert
Saturday, January 6th
3:00 PM
in the sanctuary

Home for the Holidays

We are thankful for warm shelter and families at this time
of year. Our focus this Advent season is on housing for
marginalized people. You can purchase these beautiful
cards, designed by Kelly McCormack, to benefit Family
Promise Metrowest. They will be available during coffee
hour during December.

Join us for a special
New Year’s Day Brunch
Sunday, December 31st
10:30 AM in the vestry
All that it really takes to make
something a tradition is to do
it more than once. This year
will be our sixth New Year’s
worship in the vestry at tables
instead of in pews. We hope
that you will again help to make
our New Year’s Brunch a true tradition.
On the Sunday following New Year’s Day, instead of
gathering for worship in the sanctuary, we come together –
young and old – to worship as they did in the early church
over a common meal together. Once again we will fill the
vestry with songs and stories and lots of food and laughter.
We will listen for God’s great good news for a new year.
We will share the story of bread blessed and broken that
still has the power all these centuries later to make us one.
We will have the chance to make new friends and catch up
with old friends.
The Worship Team would welcome a few extra hands with
this brunch and special service. If you might be able to offer
some assistance – either at the event or with preparations
beforehand – please contact the church office and let us
know (admin@FirstChurchNatick.org or 508-653-0971).
We need about 10 folks who can assemble a very easy
recipe with simple ingredients for about 8 people. We
are planning again on an egg and cheesy dish, something
gluten-free, and maybe a special baked French toast with
juice and coffee/tea/milk, bagels and coffee cake and fruit.
If you have any special dietary needs, please let us know.
Please sign-up to make your reservation during coffee
hour any Sunday in December, or you can contact the
church office (508-653-0971 or admin@FirstChurchNatick.org). Reservations would be greatly appreciated,
but all are welcome!
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